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Volume 12, No. 3 State University of New York at Buffalo School of Law October 14, 1971 
•Morris, Anderson · Elected 10 SBA Contest
I 
by John Samuelson 
Malcolm · L. Morris has been elected 
Pr es id e nt of the St ud ent Bar 
Association fo r the 197 1-72 academic 
yea r. Elec t ed Secretary was John 
Anderson. Sally Mendola was chosen 
Junior Director and Mary Ann Hawco, 
Reed Cosper, Michael Karger, Aldridge 
Will is , Larry D. Shapiro. and E. Ross 
Zimmerman we re elec ted to fill the 
positions of Freshmen Directors. 
TOTALS 
Mr. Morris won a clear majority 
over his opponent Linda Cleveland, 208 
votes to I 33. The results in the race 
for Secretary were similar with John 
Anderson polling 205 votes to Buffy 
Burk's 139. 
A very close, race was recorded in 
the contest for Junior Director with 
Sally Mendola edging Philip Zanzone 
58 to 51 with 12 write -in ballots cast. 
The to tals fo r the Freshmen races 
were: Mary Ann Hawco, 91, Reed 
Cos pe r , 88 , Mi chae l Karger, 80, 
Aldridge Willis, 79 , Larry D. Shapiro, 
77, E. Ross Zimmerman, 69, Marty 
Miller, 62, Jackie Mosher, 62 , and 
Cyrus Kloner, 60. 
GOOD TURNOUT 
The elec tion drew a good turnout 
fr o m t he student body with ,4 12 
students vo ting out of a possible 6 I 9. 
The percentage of students vot ing for 
the respective classes were Freshman 
77%, Juniors 57%, and Seniors 67% . .I t 





large turnout by the Senior class which 
is traditio nally apathet ic toward student 
elec tions. 
PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN 
Mr. Morris conducted • an individual 
camp a ign and e ndorsed no other 
ca ndidates. . Miss Cleveland endorsed 
candidates for each of the other offices 
and there seemed to be a slight' 
coat-tail effect between her and them. 
The telling poin ts in the campaign 
seemed to be a greater familiarity with 
Mr. Morris among 1he student body, a 
regard for his pas t experience in the 
S.B.A. as Director and Treasure r, and a 
te ndancy among the predominantly 
male student body to vote for a male 
candidate. The size of the vo te for 
Miss Cl eveland · indica tes that this 
attitude is much Jess widespread than 
I 
The sucessful candida te for Junior 
Director, Sally Mendola, will take her 
place on the Board of Directors desp ite 
the fact that she received less than 
50% o f th e vOtes cast. Election 
Co mmit tee Chairman Jo hn Blair 
announced that there is np provision 
that any,.. candidate fo r the Student Bar 
Association be elec ted by a majority of 
t h e vo 1es cas l in 1he S. B.A. 
Constitution. Citing the case concern ing 
the elect ion of Senator James Buckley 
of New York , Mr. Blair commented 
that unless a provision is enacted by 
the S.B.A. fo r ru ture elec tions, no 
candidate will have to receive more 
than a plurality of the votes cast. 
in the past. 
Minority Director 
Miss Mendola received less than 50% 
or Lhe votes because of the 12 write-in 
vo tes cast. 
Slate Ticket 
Six of the candidates for Freshmen 
Director ra n together on the Slate 
ticke t, promising to work together for 
the betterment of student government. 
or these six, nve were elected. These 
were: Mary Ann Hawco, Reed Cosper, 
Michael Karger, La rry D. Shapiro, and 
E. · Ross Zim mer man . The lo ne 
ind e pend ant candidate elected was 
Aldridge Willis. 
Resignations 
T h e e lect ions ro r Pres id ent , 
Secretary , and Junior Director were 
necessitated by the resignations or the 
persons in those offices this fa ll . Paul 
Cardon, who was elected last spring, 
was forced 10 resign fo r personal 
reasons from the President 's office . The 
rormer Sec re tary , Dav id Sa nd s, 
withdrew in order to work run time on 
the Buffalo Law Review. Robe rt Wall 
resigned from the position of Junior 
Director as he was withdrawing from 
the law schoot. 
Installation 
Th e officers and Directors I were 
installed at the Friday, October 8th 
meeting of the Studen t Bar Association 
where the Presidentia l gaval was handed 
over to Malco lm Morris from Acting 
President Mark Farrell . 
M. Hawco A. Willis L. Shapiro 
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We are proud to dedica te this issue of 771e Opinion to 
.. page six Professor Jacob D. Hyman. Professor Hyman represe nts to us 1he 
spirit of Buffalo Law School and, on this , the twenty-fifth 
ann iversary of his coming to rhe school, we wish to recognize 
page seven the lremendous amount of effort and dedication which he has 
consista ntly brought fo rth in our behalf, be it in the ro le of 
Dean, Professor, or advisor. On behnlr of the student body , and 
.page eight also fnr the many students who have passed before ·us, we say 
simply , thank you, Professor Hyman . 
.. page nine 
. page eleven , 
October 14, 1971 
page two THE OPINION 
Editorial 'Presidents Comer 
Let's Get To Work by Malcolm L. Morris numbers. Rather, now is the time to commence 
action to demonstrate to those who doubt, to
Now that the new officers and Directors of the I wish to thank all the students who voted move 'forward and grapple with the challenges
in the recent election, and to especially thankStudent Bar Association have taken their seats, and the that lie ahead. J realize that my administration
those who contributed to my victory at the confusion and emotionalism of the election campaign is will not solve all of our problems. I do not 
polls. over, the time has come to come to grips with the think that they could be solved in any oneUnfortunately , the joy from this victory was year by any one administration. In light of this,problems, both old and new , facing the student body . marred by an extremely disgruntling ract. The I expect to gear my administration to theIt is of the utmost urgency that action be taken in fact is that only three hundred , eighty-six (386) immediate resolvance 'of some of the more
students (approximately 62 percent or the many areas immediately. pressing problems. Hopefully , at the same time
student body) · turned out to vote. I wasThe list of these areas is long and awesome. At the we will be implanting the seeds that over the
particularly upse t that only 55% of the junior 
top of the lis t of concerns is the problem of next few terms will blossom into the answersclass participated, despite the fact that one seat 
student-faculty/ administration relations. For far too on the Board of Directors of their class was up to our problems. I reel it imperative to state that the merelong student needs and problems have been entrusted for election. It distresses me, and I am sure ac t · of voting does not end a student's 
almost solely to the "benevolent" decision-makers in many o ther students, that out of a class of two responsibility to the S.B .A. Rather, he/she
Prudential and Albany . The sad results of such a policy should actively participate in our governmenthundred , thirty-three (233) students a tot~I of only fifty-eight (58) votes enabled a candidate are obvious in · many areas , including placement, course processes and have his/her viewpoint heard . It is to win the seat . It is also disheartening to see 
one third ( 1/3) · of the freshmen class fail too ffe rings, facilities , teacher-student ratios, teaching not for the President and the Board of 
quality . and many others. The time has come when the vote , showing a total lack of interest in their Directors to think for the student, it is only 
for us to propagate the programs that you, theStudent Bar Association must truly act as an effective student government without even giving it a 
student, desire.chance. Perhaps the ,only cheerrut note in re advoca te for the students it represents. To this end , th e 1, therefore, cordially invite all students tothe turnout was the surprisingly high number offo rem ost aim of the new body mu st be to establish its attend the S.B.A . meetings to express to theseniors that came to the polls. I commend
~redibilit v as a fun ctio ning and responsible student governing body the things that you wantthese seniors who showed that they still had an 
go,·crnm ~n t. Only then can the probl~ms which each of interest and helped quash the adage that a accomplished. I will do my best , as promised in 
us fa ce in this school everyday . and also those which "senior class is an apathetic class. " my campaign, to help you, but I also urge that 
you take an active part so that you can helpt\1110,,1 u s :iftc r e.r:idu ::i t ion , be resolved . However, it would be frivolo4s to spend the 
remainder of the year dwelling upon these yourself . \re will ha,·; no o ne to blame but ourselves, if we 
shirk our responsi bilities today. when w·e complain 
tomorro w abou t the same o ld problems. The tool is 
there . We nfu st carefi1ll y but swiftly forge it into th e 
effective body it was meant to be. The time for action 
is now. 
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New Students • 
Frosh ·Cta·ss Profile 
Since 1961, the nU.mbei' of students returning after a leave 
students has more than tripled of absence and four transfer 
to a record high this year of s tudents. They will rm in 
611 . Registrar Charles Wallin spaces vacated by the 24 
report s. juniors and 6 seniors who 
didn 't return this year. 
INCREASE IN CREDENTIALS 
MOST FROM W.N.Y. 
This year's freshmen class 
of 203 reflects a sharp increase Most students at the school 
in entrance requirements - the . reside in the Western New 
resuH or competition a_mong York area. In the senior class, 
more and more undergraduates. out of 188 students, ISO are 
With · about 1,700 applicants . from ·w.N.Y., 3~ fiom l'/1y.~. 
for places in the class of" '74; 1 ' an·d · only 4 Ol.ll of state. lh 
the median LSAT rose IS the 220 member junior . class, 
points in the space of just one the rigures ar~, respectively, 
year - from 590 · to 605 . The 177, 38 and tt; for the 
Grade Point Average rose , too, freshmen , , 137, 59, and 7. 
from 2. 17 (on a 3.0 scale) to SUNY /Buffalo is still the 
about 2.50. larg est undergrad sc hool 
represe nted, although its 
WOMEN AND MINORITY contribution has been 
STUDENTS declining; 72 members of the 
senior class are U.B. grads, 49 
Both more women and juniors, and only 43 frosh. 
more minority students are Other W .N. Y. schools are 
enrolled this year than ever represented in the freshman 
before. While there are only 6 class by 9 Canisius grads, 3 
minority seniors, there are 29 Niagara grads, and one each 
juniors and 36 freshmen. from Buff. State, Rosarry Hill , 
Likewise, 63 women in the and D'Youville. 
law school (7 , 21 , and 35) The rise in quality of each 
compromise almost 13 times· .recent entering freshman class 
the 66-67 female enrollment. indicates a potential for 
There are IO returning excellence both here at ~he 
deferred vets and 2 National law school and in the entire 
Guardsmen, as well as 14 legal profession. 
by OTTO MATSCH 
FCC MAKES STRANGE BEDFELLOWS which nasty ol' barbarian has done what to whom , as committed the arch sin of liberalism by opining that 
when , for example, Lyndon Johnson demonstrated a federal regulatory agency should be crushed . 
Walter Cronkite is one of those characters that the Herculean tensile strength of his beagles' ears r0r 
other liberals are always patterning themselves after his press corps cronies. "intimidation and hams.vnent" 
in their ambitious moments. Old WaUy is as slick as Of course he does more than just newscast. He is 
an eel as urbane as Cary Grant , as polished as the also one of the leaders of his proression, constantly For years and · years, ever since the atrocities of 
great ~Oector at Mount Palomar. His delivery is so in the forefront of progressiveness and jourtlalistic the New Deal beset the Republic, one of the cardinal 
cool so confident, so authoritative that when he excellance. All of which is why the liberal tenets of liberalism is that the public has to be 
rmishes off the day's events with "And that's the community was shocked right down to its manicured protected against everything from milk in gallon jars 
way it ii," the viewer knows deep down in his guts and lacquered toenails when Old Wally emerged the to avaricious advertising, and the way to accomplish
that that is indeed the way it is, no matter what other day from the fever swamps of Philistia wherein this is to set up federal regulatory agencies to 
Spiro Asnew uys. Old Wally keeps his liberal dweU aU things evil, n3mely William F. Buckley, terrorize, harrass and persecute aU offenders, possible 
credentials in order. He ~larty denounces anyone Bany Goldwater, Ayn Rand, Milton Friedman, Mina offenders and would~be offenders of some undefined 
who hints that the pn,ss is doing a poor job as an the Merciless and all other denizens to the right of and underincable public interest. And for years and 
incipient McCarthyite, hobnobs with all the radical that infidel, Cutro, and declared his allegiance with years we Philistines have- denounced this obnoxious 
chic nabobs, puffs his pipe in ~e approved said Philistines. · Old Wally was testifyin1 before and fascistic practice of the feds to interfere with the 
profe..,rial manner, and cocks bis eyebrow, at all Senator Enin'1 committee> which is investigatina the normal now of life in America. The objections have 
the riaht momenta when aanouncina the news about state of frudom of the pn,a in America. Walty 
continued on p.,. I 0 
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Letters To The Editor 
Disorderly Conduct 
· To the Editor: 
Is a 19 year old girl in the midst of a crowd of 
people guilty of disorderly conduct merely for saying 
"'you fuckers" when policemen coverge upon that 
crowd without warning, swinging clubs and ·beating 
people? This question was faced by UB law school 
alumni Norm Effman in City Court, Part II , before 
Judge Theodore Kasier. 
Mary Marino, a UB student, arrested at the Sept. 
13 Lafayette Square incident protesting the Attica 
situation, was found guilty under' two counts of N. 
Y. Penal Code Sec. 240.20: (I) and (3): "A person 
is guilty of disorderly conduct wheq, with intent to 
c.ause public inconvenience, annoyance, or alarm, or 
recklessly creating a risk thereof: ( I) He engages in 
fighting or in violent, · tumultuous or threatening 
behavior and (3) In a public place, he uses abusive or 
obscene language, or makes an obscene gesture." 
Mrs. Marino's defense was that her statement was · 
an emotional reaction to the situation rather than an 
intentional · action to breach the peace; the crowd was 
never warned to disperse and their actions were 
unexpected. 
After her comment, a policeman replied, ... don't 
have to take that", and Mrs. Marino was thrown 
onto the monument repeatedly and beaten about the 
body by four or five policemen. Her husband, 
Charles, a steelworker, trying to protect her, was also 
attacked by the police. He · was charged too with 
disorderly conduct but was acquitted by Judge 
Kasler. 
The Judge refused · Mrs. Marino's attorney's 
motions for ·an hour adjournment to . produce TV 
newsfilm of the incident. Also an adjournment was 
refused to allow for the appearance of a legal 
observer who was at Attica • on the day of 
theMarino's trials who baa observed the Marino's at 
the monument. 
In finding Mrs. Marino guilty and fining -her SI SO, 
Judge Kaster noted that there were more important 
. things for people to demonstrate for than prisoners' 
rights. 
L. E. Pinkham 
Education of Otto Matsch 
To the Editor 
· After writing a letter to the Editor concerning the 
first Right On! column, I decided to remain silent 
and aJlow the pen of Otto Matsch to perform 
w~atever perverse acts or unna~ural practices it chose 
upon the news of the day. But in resonse to a letter 
from Mr. Malsch I have written this article. [At this 
point , his motivation in writing to me isn't very 
clear; J•m not sure whether he 's seeking 
enlightenment or a clear copy of my fingerprints to 
mail to the FBI) . However, to write two pages Ias 
he asks) on why we should admit Red China to the 
UN would do nothing but provide a cure for the 
most chronic of insomniacs; even the editors of the 
Opinion would stop reading the paper. I don' t want 
to upset Otto, but he may be the only person in 
Buffalo who still thinks this is a controversial Subject. 
It should suffice to say that the UN should not be 
limited to our allies - it is not NATO (I 'm not even 
sure we're on speaking tenns ·with all of them}. How 
can the UN be an eff~ctive international organii'ation 
without China - orie .of the largest and most heavily 
populated nations in the world? If Otto is suggesting 
some kind of moral standards for admission, I don't 
think the foreign or domestic policies of the United 
States merit our casting any stones. 
Otto claims in his letter that his views are 
humanitarian and yet, the fact that the U.S. 
communicates with MOscow bothers him much more 
than the fact that we're murdering people in Vietnam 
to support a repressive n,gime. [I didn't think we 
had much ·choice in our last presidential election, but 
theirs was something else. Having an election with 
one candidate certainly eliminates a lot of problems. 
I mean, who's going to ask for- a recount? Under 
·that kind of political system elections become 
vestigial in nature - like an appendix that no lon1Cr 
serves a function or a religious ritual that we 
continue to observe, although the words have be.come 
foreign and the meaniil& of the customs forgotten} . 
His arguments lack compassion becauge he is 
interested in fighting Communism wherever he fmds 
it, rather than iniustice. If we should. as Otto 
advocates, sever relations with the Soviet Union, why 
not break off relations as well with Greece, Spain, 
South Africa or Taiwan? [Personally, I've severed 
relations with Albany I. 
Although Otto 's first column was written before 
Attica, there is no excuse for his second article. His 
account of the death of George Jackson at the hands 
of the 0 infamous National Lawyers Guild 0 is as 
'paranoically plotted u a Philip K. Dick scienqe 
fiction story ( without the high literary quality of 
Dick's work). 1 was going to write that Matsch's 
twisted reasoning is less worthy of political analysis 
than psychoanalysis, but everyone said that's too 
nasty ; so I'm leaving it out. Does he really believe 
that the Movement would want to kill off Jackson 
one of its most brilliant and persuasive spokesmen, t~ 
be a "perfect symbol of political and racial 
oppression?" No minority or revolu tionary group has 
to create marty~s in America j our political 'system 
supplies them in quantity. They're part of our Gross 
National Produ~t. And did the revolt at Attica begin 
because of "years of repetitious harping (by the NLG 
and Black Panthers about political oppression 
genocide and racism" or because of years of bein~ 
subjugated to .. political oppreSSion, genocide and 
racism?" Matsch concludes his analysis by· pointing 
o~t a model prison in France where the prisoners 
staged a riot. If prisoners are given private cells with 
hot and cold running water, access to newspapers and 
magazines, and are shown the latest films and still 
re~o~t, then obviously , Matsch seems to be saying, 
cnmmals are an ungrateful lot and the Jess done for 
them the better. This is a corollary of the argument 
that poor people are given welfare checks and food 
~tal!1ps and they're still not happy . Possibly , this 
md1cates that there are intangible human needs too 
subtle for Otto to appreciate . 
In one of his last poems, Theodore Roethke 
wrote , 0 Running from God's the longe·st nice of all ." 
Well, running frQrh reason is also a long and arduous 
race. Take some time off, Otto, and think about 
what you're writing. The ills of the world are not 
going to be solved by ill-humor. As each of us " turns 
to face [that] oncoming snow," we want to leave 
behind more than a few venomous words. 
Barry Bussis 
Hague Academy 
To the Editor 
In the article entitled The Hague Academy in the 
Sept. 30, 1971 edition of the Opinion, some 
pertinent information· was omitted. In particular, J 
would like it to be known that my summer study at· 
the Hague was in conjunction with the summer 
program at the International Institute of Human 
Rights at Strasbouq, France. The latter course has 
been attended by SUNY Buffalo Law School, 
students for the pasl two years through the efforts 
of Professor Buergenthal. Due to his assistitnce, 
lasting relationships have been established at the 
Hague and Strasbourg, which will be available to law 
school students in the future . In parlicular, a 
financial grant in the name of the SUNY Buffalo 
School of Law has . been made to the International 
Institute of Human Rights. The •institute", in turn , 
has waived the tuition fee for our law school 
students, now and in the future . Such directed 
energies as described above will provide a foundation 
for overseas educational links. These ties will serve 
not only to accomodate the academic pursuits of 
present and future U.B. law students, but also will 
cerTient into permanence the relationships between 
the SUNY at Buffalo School of Law and foreign 
academic institutions of hjgher learning. 
I urge all those who might be interested to take 
advantage of our school's unique International Legal 
Studies opportunities. As spokesman for the others 
who attended this past summer 's courses at the 
Hague and Strasbourg, I would like to thank 
Professor Buergenthal and the International Legal 
Studies Committee for the assistance .given us in 
making our summer of study a reality . 
Eugene Haber 
Student Bar As·sociation 
To The Editor 
The sound and the fury of another SBA election 
again engulfs us like the tidal wave from coruscating 
Krakatoa - more or less. By the time this missive is 
printed it will be all over and we can ao back to 
sleep again for awhile. Multiple poster - in 
technJcolor yet - and plural handouts from the 
many office seekers. The Radical Apathy Party, true 
to it~ traditions, held a nominating convention whose 
only attendent was a white-haired old lady in running 
shoes who was looking for Rhadamanthua von 
Berolfingen, professor of Defenestration at Prque. 
The motto: if nominated we will not run, if elected 
we will not serve. Observe the flaming iuues, chanted 
from the rooftops in the manner of Roland's heroic 
ride from Aix to Ghent - or 10methina. S cent 
coffee is a terrific idea, but what vend.in& machine 
concessionaire is aoin& to keep his machines in a 
place which offen so limited return. The same old 
story is trotted out about returning student 
government to relevance, and preventing its 
deyolution into a lackey of the faculty. That is a lot 
of malarkey. Usually, the SBA is as independent as 
student support will allow it. The point is not to set 
a lot of free minds on the Board of directon, 
although such goal is desirable, but rather to get the 
student body to come to the SBA with their 
problems, rather than sit in the basement and 
complain during a rousing game of pinochle, and 
support the SBA in remedial action. The SBA can 
only be a useful and independent means of problem 
solving if the people who have problems let them be 
known and then become part •of the solution throuah 
active support . If you want a decent graduation 
speaker, it is a prime requisite that you let someone 
know who you want, and then work with the 
Graduation Committee to get him, irrespective of 
opposition from any quarter. If you want a decent 
pl~cement office, get your friends together, along 
with the SBA, and scream bloody murder until 
somebody listens - and then push harder. The 
Administration, whats left of it after the summer 
decimation, is not out to get you - they too need a 
little help in finding out what is going on in this 
looney bin. If someone is hassling you about what 
you ay or think about a problem, be it registration 
course availability, or the quality of teaching and 
education which is our prime concern Jet the 
Student Governmenf know about it and help them 
solve your problem. Thjs is not the best of all 
worlds, or ever likely to be, but there is no point 
wandering around, like Candide, and letting the guys 
in black hats kick you in the tail, whoever they 
happen to be. 
Getting good people elected is important, but to 
stop at that is an egregious error - work with the 
Directors in whatever field concerns you. 
Mike .Montgomery 
Senior SBA Director 
Beer Blast Bash 
To the Editor: 
On Friday, Sept. 24, 1 attended the .. 2nd Annual 
Barristers' Beer Blast Bash". For fear of this event 
becoming a tradition, I feel I must comment, both 
negatively and positively, about the conduct of the 
Affair. 
First of all, the SBA"s actions in ..encouraging" or 
.. obtainins" women to come to the .. Bash"' fell 
nothing short of procurement. The si&;ns advertising 
the event were designed to be placed in various 
colleges around the •city to entice college · girls into 
attending. Thus intent points up a revealing degree of 
weakne~ on the put of the SBA Social Committee. 
Why not advertise in men 's fraternity houses, too, so 
that women law students can get to meet" other0 
interesting feUows? Or do the members of the SBA 
sbcial committee consider themselves sufficient for 
the women here? In fact , the designers were 
apparently so engrossed with their coming masculine 
roles that they made several errors of judgement on 
their advertisement. In bold letters , · Ladies were 
invited free but the social committee wanted to 
charge "other'.' gentlemen (not law students) an 
entrance fee , until it was pointed out that this would 
prevent women law students from attending with 
accompaniment without paying. This error was 
corrected. In their ferver, the designers also neglected 
to point out that , in general , all law students would 
be admitted free . This too was corrected , when the 
SBA realized they were also supposed to represent 
the interests of othei- law students who had no 
concern with ladies being admitted free. 
Secondly, the entire affair was conducted with 
incredible poor taste and immaturity. Why have a 
"Barristers' ·Beer Blast Bash," except to attract 
coUege women and to flout your own ego? Why not 
a "Law School Party (or variations), beer being 
served and aU invited" without ganging up signs at 
other schools. Aren' t the · men hen, capable of 
meeting girls or setting dates on their own? And I 
didn't notice anyone .. blasting" or "bashing", so I 
can only assume that the purpose of the title is for 
its attraction capabilities and to return us to the days 
when we were coUege freshmen. 
Now for my positive assertions. As I have already 
stated, a simple party would seem to satisfy the­
social needs of most of the law students. If the 
intent is to meet or 0 pick up" airb, well then, I 
suaest that this "fraternity.type" idea be nan by the 
fraternity on their own funds for their own devious 
purpo1es. Special interests should not be allowed to 
control disbunement of student funds. There is a 
definite queation of conflict of interests that I feel 
should be investipted and resolved concernin& the 
SBA and other orp.nizationa at the Law School. 
What more can be said. The party could hue 
been run fn good taste and quite pleasantly without 
the above conditions at the aame cost to the 
students. There is no need or reason for this type of 
disgusting and ditgraceful behavior to continue. 
Samuel C. Frled 
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-----SBA 
by Mike Montgomery 
New Officers, Same Old Problems 
The October 8 meeting or the SBA 
was ushered in by the passing of the 
gavel from Acting President Mark 
Farrell to the newly elected chief 
officer, sen io r Malcolm Morris . 
President Morris then introduced to the 
body the new incumbents for the 
office or Secretary, Junior Director, 
and six Freshmen Directors (reported 
elsewhere). Mr. Farrell was lpanked for 
hjs interim performance by Morris lo 
the accompaniment of sparse applause. 
FACULTY STUDENT COMMITTEES 
Mike Berger allended the meeting of 
the Faculty Committee on Committees 
last Wednesday the 6 t.h , presided over 
hy Prof. Atleson and composed or 
Proressors Davidson , Joyce, Greiner , 
and Schwartz. At this meeting Mr. 
Berger noted that while faculty 
concerns were met and dealt with, 
tl.ere was no consideration of student 
input or co ncern o n the joint 
facu l ty-student co mmitte es. He 
proposed a delineation of areas of 
st udent juri sdicti o n o n the se 
committees , and greater student 
represe ntation. ' This proposal was 
considered a waste of time by the 
committee c hairman , with some 
resulting acrimony. 
It was proposed to take student 
grieva.nces to the Faculty Student 
Relations Board . In discussing that 
body, a number of Directors pointed 
out that there was considerable 
confusion on the proportion of student 
representation thereon. Gene Coffin 
observed that there had bee n four 
members from each side last year, but 
that the chairman had been appointed 
by Dean Angus rather than elected 
October l 
from within the FSRB. A proposal for 
joint facully-student co-chairman was 
never acted upon. This year, Prof. 
Hamburger proposed three and three 
representation, but there were four 
faculty appointees: Prors Hamburger, 
Katz, Reis, and Kelley. · Judy Kampf 
proposed that four students be sent to 
that committee to ascertain faculty 
reaction. Since only three students 
were elected as FSRB reps. last year , 
Jay Bielat suggested that the SBA send 
the person who placed 4th in total 
votes in last year's election, or in the 
alternative hold an election for the 
additional representative . Sally Mendola 
made a timely interjec tion to the effect 
d1at it would be best to hold an 
election, rather than freeze Freshmen 
out of choosing a new representative 
rather than choose last year's fourth 
place candida te . A motion by Lee 
Ginsburg to ho ld an election for a 
fourth FSRB Representative was passed 
by the body. 
Since th e present Election 
Committee of John Blair and Richard 
Weinberg has resigned , the appointment . 
of new members for those posi tions 
will be considered at the next meeting. 
POOR LIAISON 
It was noted by Mr . . Berger that 
while it was agreed upon by the 
Administration that a member or the 
faculty , spec ifically Ass' t. Dean 
Lochner, would al lend all SBA 
meetings in order to promote some 
mutual understanding of what is go ing 
on, (a definite Qecessity in view of 'the-· 
registration fia sco and controversy over 
curriculum offerings. ed.), a faculty 
member has yet to attend any meeting 
or the SBA this semester. 
APPOINTMENTS COMMITTEE 
Professor Goldstein of the joint 
fa c ulty-student Committee on 
Appointments has requested the 
election of student members in view of 
the proximity of mee tings of that 
Committee. The President proposed 
that Marge Haggerty and I freshman be 
appointed to that Committee. Director 
Greenberg pointed out that he and Bob 
Wall (since resigned) had already been 
apP,oinled lo that body. Arter a 
discussion on the desirability of having 
a Freshman or Junior on that 
Committee for Continuity ' sake, 
Director Montgomery 's motion to 
appoint Mrs. Haggerty was defeated 
and a search for an appropriate 
underclass member was directed by 
President Morris. 
BUDGET HEARINGS 
Treasurer Weinberg announced that 
the first budget hearings will be held 
on Satur<\ay Oct. 9 between I0:30 and 
12:00 p.m. al Eagle Street. The two 
Freshmen Directors elected to that 
Committee were Mary Ann Hawco and 
E. Ross Zimmerman . The Saturday 
hearings will deal with the Opinion, the 
Graduation Committee , BALSA, and 
the International Student Relations 
Committee . 
VISITING BELGIAN STUDENTS 
George Reidel of the International 
Legal Studies Committee announ~ed 
lhal 23 Belgian Law Students will be 
visiting our Law School between the 
I 6 l h and 24th or November. He 
requested help from the SBA and the 
Student Body al large in obtaining 
housing for visitors, · preparing a 
reception for them (Belgian Beer and 
Brussels Sprouts?) and in the 
preparation of activities for these 
travelers to participate in. They have 
already expressed interest in attending 
our classes, local courts, al}d a 
symposium dealing with ·such topics as 
Viet Nam , My Lai, and possibly Attica. 
Mr. Reidel also announced the 
preparations for the foundation of a 
new student organization, the 
International Law Club. Its activities 
will include moot court competition, 
symposia, and an international studies 
abroad program . This new club will 
need money. ll also will seek support 
for course credit for participation in 
the summer school abroad program. 
PROPOSAL FOR THE EVALUATION 
OF PROFESSORS 
Gene Gofftn re-presented his motion, 
tabled al lhe last meeting, for a three 
member SBA committee to supervise 
the evaluation of faculty members for 
competence and teaching ability. The 
subjec ts for such a study would be 
new professors, faculty' members up 
for tenure, and any faculty member 
where the SBA finds good cause for 
such evaluation. Each subject would be 
examined by a three member team or · 
evaluators whose written report to the 
body would be submitted lo the SBA. 
A motion by Lee Ginsburg was passed 
to delete from this proposal the 
requirement that the evaluators have 
some formal teaching experience. It 
was the feeling or a good part or the 
body that most Law Students have 
sufficient expertise to be qualified to 
judge the teaching ability or a faculty 
member. · Judy Kampf noted that the 
general surveys previously used never 
seemed to end up in visible results, and 
suggested that the SBA evaluation be 
done in conjunction with the faculty 
evaluation. 
Director Mendola questioned the 
viability of this proposal because there 
was little way to gel the faculty lo 
' listen to complaints. Mr. Montgomery 
pointed to the FSRB as the logical 
forum to air the results of any 
examination . The motion was passed. 
STUDENT JUDICIARY PROPOSAL 
The proposal for a revamping or the 
student judiciary system presently 
u-nder consideration on the main 
campus was tabled until copies can be 
made available to the Directors in 
order that they can inform themselves 
as to its content. 
NEW YORK PRACTICE PETITION 
Lee Ginsburg announced th"t the 
petition lhal Professor Hamburger offer 
the· course in New York Practice during 
. this spring semester,. open to all seniors 
(approved at the preceeding SBA 
meeting) had been signed by 119 oul 
or the 189 Senior Class members. This 
petition is to be presented to Assoc. 
Provost Greiner for action by the 
administration - we hope. If acted 
upon, this could establish a useful! 
precedent for succeeding classes in 
gelling· courses they feel to be vital for 
their professional development. 
-Money and Teacher Evaluations Examined 
SUB BOARD 
The 1 October meeting of the SBA 
commenced with a presentation by 
Scott Schlesinger, the Treasurer of SUB 
BOARD I dealing with the bureaucratic 
mess set up by the Chancellor of the 
State System for the disbursement of 
student O(lanizations' money. As well 
as I could make out from the weird 
procedure delineated by Mr . 
Schlesinger, the president and treasurer 
(who • must be bonded) must sign a 
voucher for disbursements of over 
$25.00, which goes to the Main 
Campus for approval by an 
Administrative Designee (the Office of 
Student Affain) (?) , whereafter SUB 
Board I would iuue a check upon 
proof of payment. Or something. 
Apparently the Clwlcellor has left it to 
the discretion of each unit president to 
be loote or strict in following these 
procedurea, and !'raident Ketter has 
chosen to be strict. }Jromulgating new 
procedurea with evel)I puaing .day. 
Apparently, if the Law School wants 
to be its own disbursing agent we need 
Administrative approval. In order to 
have a faculty member as disbursing 
agent, advisable from the point of view 
of permanence (the SBA Treasurer 
being another possibility) he \would 
have to be incorporated and b6nded, 
and it would be necessary to hire a 
bookkeeper. If Sub Board was chosen 
as the disbursing agent, they would do 
all the dirty work and send out checks 
and/or cash as required . The 
preSCntation was ended leaving some 
Directors, myself included, feeling 
rather bemused. 
STUDENT JUDICIARY PROPOSALS 
'A proposal for-·rcvamping of the 
Student Judiciary system was presented 
to the body, accompanied by enabling 
legislation. Much of the proposals 
appeared to be couched in lan1111qe 
which was rather sloppy, which 
matched the thoupt behind some or 
the provisions. It wu decided to make 
copies available to the Directors for 
discussion on the proposal at the next 
mee.ting. 
SBA BUDGETS AND COMMITTEE 
APPOINTMENTS 
Treasurer Weinberg reported that he 
is preparing copies of the proposed 
organizational budgets with a tentative 
schedule for• implementation , to be 
given out to each member of the 
budget committee after Freshmen 
representatives have been elected. As of 
this meeting the following budgets had 
not been presented : Social Committee, 
Graduation Committee, Sports 
Committee and the International 
Relations Committee. 
In regard to the various 
faculty-student committees, it was 
noted that while no faculty members 
had been appointed, the faculty wanted 
SBA representation anyway . Since the 
faculty is apparently unready at this 
time, it was decided to pmtpone 
appointments until after Freshmen 
elections. 
QUALITY OF TEACHING 
John Blair ushered in whit was 
undoubtedly the touchiest topic of the 
meeting, best described as student 
concern over the quality of teaching at 
the school and the best means ,of 
providing some sort of student input 
and quaisi-supervision thereof. Blair's 
inquiry was instituted at the request of 
a number of freshmen concerned over 
what they were getting in their first 
semester at Law School. To a large 
measure the discussion degenerated into 
a aeneral aqument about p-ading 
professors, and the criteri,1 for and 
stud.ent competence involved in judging 
faculty . It was suggested to set up a 
three member committee to act as 
observors for I) New Professors, . 2) 
Professors up for tenure , 3) Anybody 
about whom there is a considere(l and 
valid concern, perhaps to be coupled 
with the Student Evaluation forms. 
Discussion on this topic was tabled for 
the next meetina. 
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Associate Dean 
Lochner -Strives 
by Rosalie Stoll 
With the appointment of Dr. Philip R. Lochner, 
Jr: as Associate Dean this year. an opportunity has 
arisen for the implementation of many badly-needed 
programs. 
Dean Lochner, a graduate of Yale Law School 
received his PhD from Standord. A member of th; 
New York bar, Dr. Lochner has served as consultant 
with the National Academy of Sciences on the 
Computer and Privacy Project. He brings to his 
position a deep interest in both the law and soc ial 
sciences. 
Working close ly with Dean Schwartz and Asst. 
Provost Greiner, Assoc. Dean Lochner hopes to 
rectify many of the problems faced by students . 
Finance 
Already Dr. Lochner has worked closely with 
establishing a financial counseling office for students, 
manned by John Dick. He ls currently working with 
the Court of Appeals on certification problems facing 
certain past graduates. 
One of the greatest problems currently facing 
the law school is its lack of adequate placement 
services. Dean Lochner feels that we must have a 
full-time placement officer. With the current Albany 
job freeze thou , , there is an unfilled bud el 
inority Students 
Win Awards! 
by William C. Lobbins 
Two 1971 minority law students from the SUNY at Buffalo 
Law School have been awarded two nationally.acclaimed awards 
totalling $20,000, in the Reginald Heber Smith Community 
Lawyer Fellowship Program and the Ford Foundation Urban 
Law Fellowship Program , respectively, 
They are Mr. Jean Traylor, Jr . 189 Hamlin Park Rd . and Miss 
Florence Burton formerly of 27 Collins Walk, Buffalo, 
Mr. Traylor is presently a fellow at a San Francisco 
Community Law office , The Smith Fellowship Program , begun in 
1967 1 offers recent law school graduates and young attorneys a 
yea r of se rvice and training in one of the more than 265 Office 
of Equal Opportunity, (OEO) affiliated law offices th roughout · 
the United States. The Program , sponsored by OEO:S Office of 
Legal Services, seeks Fellows from minority rac ial and ethnic 
backgrounds similar to those of commua,.ities served by Legal 
Services offices. One attractive feature about the Program is that 
it allows the Fellows to choose the city wherein they desire to 
intern . Each Fellow has complete freedom to work in that area 
of poverty law - he expresses an interes t. As such, he se ts his 
own priorities and se ts individual goals he expects to attain. 
During the Fellowship year, Fellows will be paid a sa lary based 
on an annual rate expected to range from at least $91600 to 
$ I 3,500 depending largely on experience and background . In 
exceptional cases, the limit on maximum salary may be waived . 
Mr. Michae l A. O'Connor, Esq., a 1970 Fellow assigned to 
the Swan Street Neighborhood Law Office in Buffalo , has 
announced that there will be a mee ting for all UB law students 
interested in the Fellowship Program at 3:30 p.m., Wednesday , 
Oct. 3020 in Room 110. 
Mr. O'Connor stated Mr. Traylor ~ was one of 200 persons 
accepted as Fellows in the 19 71 Program, Mr. O'Connor noted 
that of the 200 fellows over 140 were minority group persons. 
Of the 12 American Indians graduating from the nation's law 
schools in June, 1971, six had been accepted as Reginald Heber 
Smith Fellows, 
Admission to the bar is not required for consideration, but 
Fellows will ordinarily be expected to qualify • for admission in 
the State of their assignment. 
Miss Florence Burton is presently allending Yale Law School 
as a Ford Urban Law Fellow in New Haven , Conn . Miss Burton 
was one of nine nationally selec ted persons to pursue a year.Jong 
program or .study and research concern ing legal and related 
problems or the urban environment leading to' the L.L.M . degree 
in Urban Law , The Fellowship Program is designed to provide 
law teachers or prospective law teachers an opportunity to 
undertake an intensive study of urban legal problems. Fellows. 
are expected to receive between $8,000 and SI0,000 in stipeods 
in addition to a tuition waiver. 
The Urban Law Fellowship Program will include clinical 
experience by participating in public or private department . o r 
agency programs which , handle urban problems and atlendmg 
seminars conducted by leading authorities in the field of Urban 
Law. · 
Those interested in the Ford Urban Law Fellowship Program 
should submit all inquiries and requests for applications to : 
Graduate Legal Studies, School of Law 
Columbia University 
New York, N.Y. 10027 
to .Meet Problems· of law :School 
position which could be made available for such an 
official and no one has been hired . 
Alumni Relations 
Another area of concern to Dean Lochner is 
that of alumni relations. He feels we must be able 
7 Constitution 
to establish a greater communication with alumni. 
perhaps through the publication of a newsleller . In 
this way , the school can get to know and understand 
alumni problems and explain our policies. The law 
school may also be able to provide a non-<:redit 
continuing legal education program for alumni which 
would also be a meth.od of increasing ow revenue. 
Alumni could also be served through a full time 
placement officer. 
The biggest problem the law school faces is 
that of conflicts arising from priorities and how a 
limited budget should be expended, 
Teaching 
In addition lo his administrative duties, Dean 
Lochner also is teaching a seminar in Law and Social 
Science. Having practiced law, Dean Lochner is aware 
of the importance social science is playing in the 
courtroom, as well as in non•legal roles filled by 
attorneys se rving on school boards and in the 
legislature . In the spring, Dr. Lochner will teach 
Corportaions i conjunction with Professor Fleming. 
His aim there will be to make the course as practical 
as possible and to familiarize students with the vast 
range of problems in the corporate field . 
The law school has a great need for viable ideas 
and hopefully Dr. Lochner will help to alleviate 
present unpleasant conditions. 
Can a Constitutional Convention be Limited? 
by Larry Schapiro 
Th e politi cal voices Or 
northern big<ity mayors and 
southern governors often are 
not in harmony . Yet , the 
question of a national revenue 
sh aring program has indeed 
m a d e them p o liti c al 
bed-feJJows of a sort. 
Rising costs and increas~d 
d e mands on our sta te and 
local governments have made 
them cas t envious eyes on the 
hu ge sums drawn into the 
f ede r a l tr eas ury . T he ir 
conclusion is that a 
ex ten sive reve nu e sharing 
program must be passed by 
Congress. Ir Congress re fuses 
to do this, many say the states 
must tum to that part of 
Articl e V of lh e U.S . 
Constitution which has never 
before been used. 
That is, the section which 
makes provision that whenever 
tw o • third s of the sta te 
legislatures shall apply to the 
Congress, Congress shall call a 
co nve ntio n for propo sing 
am e ndment s ..yhi~, when 
ratified by legislatures or 
conventions in three•fourths ·of 
the states, shall be valid as 
a m e ndm e nt s o r th e 
Constitution. 
In fact, in March of 1967, .. 
the New York Times reported 
th a t thirty.tw o o f the 
ne cessary thirty.four state 
legisla tures had adopted a 
resolution directed at Congress. 
The objective of the resolution 
was to permit states which had 
a b ica me ral le gislature to 
m a intain o n e hou s e 
apportfoned on factors other 
than p o puJ a tion . , In th e 
alternative , in the event. that 
Congress did not submit such 
a proposal to the states in lhe 
form of an amendment , then 
it requested Congress to call a 
constitut ional convention. The 
pr o po sa l never rec eiv ed 
a ffirm ation from legislatures 
thirty•three and thirty-four. 
But should thirty. four slate 
legislatures ever make a similar 
request, Congress wo uld be 
fa ce d with the qu estions 
whether and how to call a 
consti tutional convention into 
be ing; t o gethe r with the 
further question whether the 
age nd a of a constitutional 
convention can be confined to 
the topic propo,ed by the 
state legislatures to Congress. 
Th ese a re questio ns which 
Louis Pollack of Yale Law 
School described as going " to 
the heart of our constitutional 
processes." 
l t i s f e asibl e that a 
convention, not confined to a 
subject or subjects, may seek 
...,. to rewrite the entire United 
States Constitution. The course 
of the Convegtion of 1787 -
which made. proposals wholly 
s up e r sed ing t he ex is ting 
Articles of Confederation -
does nol offer much ground 
for concluding that it is an 
eas y m a tt e r to confine a 
constitutional convention to a 
limited agenda. 
Fo re see ing such a crisis 
deve loping, Senator Sam J. 
E rvin h as in the pas t 
introduced legislative proposals 
t o regulate a constitutional 
convention. An evident failing 
of h.is proposals is that it 
assumes Congress can limit the 
proceedings to the topic of the 
resolution presented by the 
s tate legislatures to which 
Congress is responding. Many 
con s t i tutional authorities 
believe that ' this cannot be 
done. Some believe, as does 
Arthur J. Freund, that these 
unanswered questions 0 mi&ht 
well develop into the most 
important constitutional crisis 
of our era.n 
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DEAN JAcob D. HY-MAN 
TWENTy-FivE YEARS of SERViCE 
by David Schubel 
1Twenty.five years ago Jacob D. 
Hyman decided to forego the benefits 
of practicing law for those of teaching 
it. Fortunately, Mr. Hyman decided to 
lallnch his academic career at lhe 
Buffalo Law School, · and even more 
beneficially , he chose to remain here. 
' Like many excellent teachers, Mr. 
Hyman did not plan to become a 
professor. Following his graduation 
frQm Harvard, he joined a medium 
sized , general practice furn in New 
York City , and al the outbreak of 
World War II , Mr. Hyman went tq 
Washington to work for the Office or 
Price Administration. It was there that 
he began to consider teaching. 
At the OPA, Mr. Hyman worked 
with what he termed "an ex traord inary 
group of law professors. " Ir that's what 
lav: schools were full of, that is where 
I wanted to be," Mr. Hyman refle cted. 
When .he came to Buffalo in 1946, 
"the Jaw sc hool was small , but 
exceedingly good in light of its 
resources," Mr. Hyman stated . Even 
though it was locally oriented, Francis 
M. Shea, during his years as Dean, had 
been, able to staff it with a group of 
distinguished scholars, including Mark 
DeWolfe Howe , David Riesman Jr. and 
Louis J affe. Th ese m e n -
non-Buffalo nian in their backgro unds 
and training; unBuffalon ian perhaps in 
their philosophy - had created a 
refreshing , Harvard-like , inte llectual 
atmosphere by 1946, Mr. Hyman 
indiCated. 
With Philip Ha lp ern as Dean; 
supported by Louis Jaffe as Assistant 
Dean, Mr. Hyman's first year was 
exciting. ' 'Though .the the student body 
was overwhelmingly local," Mr. Hyman 
remembers, "the staff was far from 
provincial." 
Teaching at the law school in 1946 
was physically as well as intellectually 
taxing. During Mr. Hyman's fi rst year , 
there were only five other full -time 
professors. Inasmuch as eigh ty percent 
of the course work was required, close 
contact between the faculty and the 
student. body was insured . 
Then, as now , Mr. Hyman reflec ted , 
- the faculty was very aware of the 
school' s potential , constantly working 
against the problem of inadequate 
resources to improve it. "For example , 
Louis Jaffe , as Dean in the late 1401s1 
in•isted that the present Eagle Street 
building be built for the future and 
had it not been for that insistence, our 
physical plant would be even more 
diminished than it is today," Mr. 
Hyman stated . 
On May I , 1953 , Mr. Hyman was 
appointed Dean. In his initial report to 
the Chancellor, the new Dean stated 
his o bjectives afld program , .. an 
e ducational experience . . . to train 
lawyers not only to solve . client 
problems but also to contribute toward 
the solution of the larger problems of 
soc!? ty itse lf. . the pursuit of truth 
'"This was no t a new path for the 
schoo.1, though," Mr. Hyman said. " It 
was merely the continuation of what 
Shea and his fellow Harvard men had 
begun nearly twenty years before me." 
Once again , Mr. Hyman noted the 
quality Of the school's endeavor as 
compared with its meager resources 
then. 
Wh e n as ked whether he missed 
teac hing upon assumptio n of the 
deanship , Mr . Hyman smiled broad ly. 
" We were such a small school tha'l I 
had to go on teaching one or two 
courses. There were few specialized 
committees , because the size o f the · 
faculty allowed us to funct ion as a 
committee of the who le." 
Professor Hyman expa nded on what 
his conCeption o f the pursuit of truth 
exac tly entail s. That objective reflec ts a 
desire that "pure scholarship should be 
carried on in law school. No t only 
must the legal sys t em it se lf be 
examined , but the nature of the legal 
system in socie ty and the soundness of 
the postulates of the society o n which 
it works." Mr. Hyman noted that this 
was a continuing concern and goal of 
his. 
Wh at sorl of admissions process 
sh o uld law schools have to find 
suit ab le candidates for that pursll it? 
Mr. Hyman replied puckishly, that 
"idealy , a class of Leonardo DaVinci 's 
wo uld be best. " Realisticall y ," he 
continued , ••there arc no empirical tests 
which s ift ou t the best qualified 
studen1." 
However, he did outline some basic 
a reas of importance, .. Certainly a 
student must be ab le to master the 
technical requiremcnts1 have an interest 
in dealing wit h people, should have a 
concern with society at large because 
what a lawyer docs directly affects 
society ." 
" Moreover, the student of law must 
have an intellectual flex ibilit y and 
crea tivity which can cope with and 
co mpreh e nd new technologies and 
social patterns." Mr. Hyman stresses 
th a t such a flexibility is requisite 
regardless if one is aiming for a career 
in corporate law or in public service . 
At that point, I reminded Mr. 
Hyman of Jefferson's statement that 
" the idea that institutions established 
for the use of the nation cannot be 
touched or modified, even to make 
them answer their end . . . is most 
a bs urd . . . Yet our lawyers . .. 
generally inculcate this doc trine , and 
suppose that preceding generations held 
the earth more freely than we do; had 
a E; ight t o imp ose laws on us, 
unalterable by ourselves." 
· •Jeffe rson was no t the first to 
ex press· that opinio n," Mr. Hyman 
replied , citing similar expressions from 
St. Luke to H. L. Mencken. However, 
Mr. Hyman felt that an examination of 
history would reveal that "l,awyers have 
always been on the fo re fro nt o f 
change, due to the inherent nature of 
the legal job which is ta apply the 
social structure of the past to the 
present." 
"Or necessity, lawyers have to lea rn 
t o ada pt th e past t o me e t 
contemporary problems, resulting in a 
continuing re-examination of' the legal 
system." While the legal pro fess ion has 
produced " b ackwa rd loo kin g 
pe ttifoggers, it has also produced 
Brandeis and Ho lmes," Mr. Hyman 
stated . 
While i i is true that he believes that 
la w in our society can play an 
energetic leadership role , Mr. Hyman 
does not have any simplistic noti6n 
that "a surge of dedication to public 
need and a little ex tra burning of the 
midnight oil by lawyers are going to 
solve a ll the problems of our society 
single handed, or with the help of 
1 
~cial science." 
As to what role a lawyer should 
play in socie ty , the Professor referred 
to his remarks at last year's hooding. 
He sa id , " To produce political 
;,,ovements ca pable of shaping 
fundamental change in the attitudes of ' 
society, the skills of the lawyer are 
certainly not enough. Something of the 
spirit must be moved ... 
"I do not think that your training 
necessarily enhances your ability to 
provide that kind o f leadership for 
socie ty as a whole. Yet I may suggest 
that there is one aspect of your 
training as a lawyer which , while it 
may not enable you to kindle the 
spirit o f the people, may enable you to 
help avert the killing of that spirit ..." 
"We have often been admonished 
that the letter icilleth. And who more 
than lawyers turn the spirit into the 
letter7 That's their job, to generalize , 
t o abstract, to formulate prin•ciples 
which guide actio n through many 
situations having certain elements in 
common . Lawyers who are well trained 
don't forge t 1hat there are o ther 
principles pressing for recognition 
In lo okin g over hi s years of 
teaching, Mr . Hyman• noted that today 
there are mo re students less concerned 
with the practical. The students of the 
la te l 9S0's were particularly less 
socially o riented than the law students 
of today , he noted . 
Mr. Hym an declined to predict 
whether the present generation o r law 
s tudents would lose their idealism. 
' 'The climate is such, today , that it is 
hard to answer that." "However," Mr. 
Hyman pointed out, uNader is stil l 
getting recruit s at $4,000 a year." 
Professor Hyman •is proud of the 
law school's reputation . " Law schools 
generally have improved in quality and 
breadth." Mr. Hyman stated , "a nd ou r 
school has done well in this respect." 
"Today we are an innovative, very 
good state law school. We have nothing 
to b e a po logetic about. We have 
accomplished the basic; now we are 
ready to pursue our new Dean's goals," 
Mr. Hyman indicated . 
Did he ever regre t his decisio n to 
enter teaching? Mr. Hyman replied , 
"Teaching is like golf. The nex t lime 
around, you are sure you will ·always 
do better, and you never feel as 
though you do so poo rly that you 
sho uld chuck it altogether. I have 
always enjoyed ii here. The scene has 
nev er been the same, making it 
endlessly interestin~." 
Reunion of the Deans at the 751/1 Anniversary of Buffalo 
Law School. From left : Mark DeWolfe Howe, Philip M. Halpern. 
Jacob .D. HY,man, Francis M. Shea, Louis l. Jaffe. 
. Amateur : Photqgrapher Hyman tries out a shot from his 
w1nd o ':" 1n . the Prudential Building. Among other 
accomplcshments, took theportrait of Dean Richard D. Schwartz 
which appeared in Juris Doctor magazirte, 
1 
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law and Medicine 
A New Area for Buffalo Law School 
by Mark Lillenstein 
Sometime dlJring the three years at law school the 
realization hits - for some sooner, for others later , 
for some unfortunates not until after graduation, but 
the realization itself is inevitable. Most ofus ·become 
aware that after all the study and preparation we 
have not the foggiest notion of how to conduct an 
adequate law practice. We've got lo ts o( theory , but 
precious little in the way of practical know-how and 
mechanical proficiency. This might help to explain 
the eager acceptance by our students of tidbits 
thrown by some professors pertaining to experiences 
they encountered in their personal law practices. 
Many of us have been fortunate enough to have 
secured part-time clerking ,positions with local firms, 
positions which hopefully include more than 
errand-boy duties .. It is here that the final link in our 
education will be forged. 
But what becomes of this crucial opportunity once 
the school moves to new quarters in the Amherst 
swamps7 The days of work-study clerking and hops 
across the street to observe hearings, trials, and 
procedure in action will disappear. The c_oming move 
to Amhersl has sparked a new concern for the future 
programs of the law school. We must now I more 
than ever, plan to update and modify the curriculum 
to enable future laW students to cope with the 
dynamic nature of law's impact on our political and 
social institutions and national needs. 
This communication is intended to function as a 
proposal for iIJ1p lementation of one idea to enable 
students to prepare for comfortable performance in 
one of the fastest growing areas of legal theory and 
practice - the area of legal medicine. Its scope 
encompasses primarily professional negligence, 
personal injury and drug product liability , but legal 
medicine is unique in technical complexity and 
demands en tirely different quality and quantity of 
preparation and lega l functioning from that 
encou ntered in other areas of law practice. Proper 
representation of either plaintiff or defendant requires 
the specialist in legal medicine to function as a dual 
professional, whether it be in the case of medical 
malpractice, negligent drug manufacture, o r lead 
poisoning from defective dinnerware. He must not 
only have adequate capabilities in the legal world , 
bu! must have full appreciation of the chemical and 
physiological functions of the body , the mechanisms 
and implica tions of its injury , as well as potential 
permanency of any damage sustained . He must truly 
live and brea the the worlds of both law and science. 
The reader al this point may well question why 
the field of legal medicine is first presented as a 
"field of the future" and then promptly characterized 
- as one in which only a small number of lawyers 
could ever •hope to gain proficiency . That is preciselY, 
the lssue at hand. There is a vast difference between 
even the most excellent negligence lawyer and the 
specialist In legal medicine . One of the most 
demoralizing realizations for the general practitionei 
or even a negligence-personal injury lawyer comes 
when after a rough appraisal of a case, he initiates 
suit, perhaps goes so far as an EDT and only thetj 
appreciates the fact that he is over his head, did not 
really understand the medical issues involved and is 
now unable to overcome th~ strong defenses raised. 
The delay may not only have been financially biting, 
but may well have prejudiced his client's rights or 
raised numerous false hopes. He has been in fact 
guilty of precisely the same malpractice as that of 
which he may be accusing a physician; he has 
exceeded his own limits of competency when he 
should have known better. 
Such a profile of failure is all too common and 
has not only led to accusations of bluff and stall 
tactics on the part of defense experts, but has been 
the basis of severe criticism of the legal profession by 
the AMA and popular press. (National magazines and 
Sunday supplements often contain articles about the 
ocexplosio n.. of lllalpractice " nuisance" suits , 
skyrocketing insurance rates, straightjacketing of the 
pharmaceutical industry with strict liability , and 
hospitals refusing to accept patients or employing 
other defensive measures). The real losers, though , are 
the injured human beings seeking redress, and the · 
wrongly accused medical professional. 
It is becoming clear that law schools must take 
the lead in teaching students that the practice of law 
includes not only how to manage a case, but how to 
recognize when not to attempt to handle it alone, 
and indeed, when to reject it completely . Proper 
representation of clien ts mandates this objectivity by 
the attorney. The technological explosion has not 
only done its best to race ahead of our legal 
doctrines, but is beginning to focus quite sharply on 
the shortcomings .of traditional legal education. In 
perhaps no other field is the casebook method so 
strongly under attack as being the most outstandingly 
ineffident system of preparation that man could 
devise'. Today's protective doctrines and standards of 
care are-tomorrow's unbelievable history. 
As our technology has expanded, so has the scope 
of tort liability grown to include application for the 
more devastating potential inherent in improper 
testing, manufacture or utiliza tion of our modern 
machines, drugs and medical techniques. The need is 
plain for a course which would provide a survey of '\ 
current theory and practice in legal medicine. By 
presenting general materials, basic scientific 
terminology and concepts, and perhaps the detailed 
study of actual workups of various types of cases, its 
scope could be broad enough to serve dual functions. 
Firstly, all students could become acquainted with 
the . demands and pitfalls to be expected by the 
practitiqner confronted . with a potential cause of 
action.' Secondly, the detailed study · would act as a 
first step for those aiming at the pursuit of such a 
practice, or for those considering related fields such 
as plaintiff or defense counsel in goVCmment practice 
(F DA), workmen's comp., consumer-ecology law, 
corporate (cfrug and cosmetic industry) practice, etc. 
We are fortunate in that Buffalo is one of the few 
law schools in the nation which is close contact with 
the fine medical school and research · facilities of a 
state university .system. Interest has been expressed at 
the medical school for courses in legal medicine and 
our own experience with the crush of applicants for 
the ww and Medicine and ww and Psychiatry 
seminars would appear to bear witness to our own 
interests here at the law school. However, the 
teaching of a course such as that outlined above is 
beyond the capabilities of the general practitioner, 
theoretician o r general negilge nce lawyer. While the 
monumental efforts of our first two seminars are to 
J>e applauded, a more comprehensive course is needed 
and must necessarily be taught by an expert in legal 
medicine. . 
Your writer, having come to law school from the 
medical science, was fortunate in being able to act as 
a consultant for the past several years to a young 
local attorney with an inlerstate practice in legal 
medicine. During that time the countless inquiries 
and lengthy conferences requested of the attorney by 
interested physicians, lawyers, defense firms and 
insurance carriers have convinced this writer that a 
tremendous amount of interest and vital concern with 
the field exists today. The lack of self-confidence 
evidenced by inquiries from the members of Lhe local 
bar and medical professionals markedly underlined 
the need for adequate legal education in this critical 
field . It is hoped tha t this opportunity will not be 
missed by the law school. However, we must present 
evidence to the administration that a sufficient 
number of students would enroll in such a course. If 
you are one of that number, or are a senio r who 
would have taken such a co urse, please sign a card 
and place ii in the box provided al the office 
window in the Eagle Street lobby . 
' j 
NoticE TO AluMNi 
We have received notice from many alumni have mailed this issue of The Opinion to you 
that they would like to rece ive The Opinion in ,the hope that you will be sufficiently 
regularly as a mean s of keeping in touch with interested in receiving future copies to help to 
-their alma mater and also to keep abreast of bear the cost of production and mailing. If so, 
current student ideas and projects. At present we request that you send a donation of $3 .00 
some of the most recent graduates and (or more). In return, your name will be placed 
members of the Law Alumni Association receive on the permanent mailing li st. We regret having 
The Opi11io11 (the latte r supported by a gra nt to so li cit funds but we hope you will 
from the L. Alumni Assoc.). We regret that we • understand that the cost of mailing thirteen 
are financially unable at this time to send the issues to over 3000 a lumni would be 
Send To : newspaper to all of our alumni. However , we prohibitive. Please use the fo rm below: 
~ -! 
111e Opinion 
77 West Eagle St. 
Buffalo, N. Y. 14202 





Zip Code (very important)____ 
I enclose a donation of S___ 
~-----~---------· ______J 
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PovertY- Hill 
SUNYAB 
by John Samuelson 
Sub Board I, a body composed of 
representatives of the six student governments 
of the State University of New York at 
Buffalo, has ob t a ined an option on 
approximately l , 150 acres of heavily wooded 
land several miles north of the Cattaraugus 
County village of Ellicottville. The land, 
whi_ch operated for one year as a ski resort, 
contains most of Poverty Hill (elevation 2,200 
feet) and also features two small lakes. 
The purpose of obtaining the land was to 
provide a summer-winter recreation area for 
the student body in a relatively virgin area 
within driving range of Buffalo '(The property 
is located approximately 40 miles from the 
city). 
Sub Board I, which is charged with 
a lloca ting funds for all student financed 
activities which ex tend beyond the range of 
any o ne s tud e nt government, presently 
operates the UUAB, which directs student 
clubs and sponsors speakers, musical events, 
and speakers, and also funds all campus 
publications. The Board also administers 
abou t 250 acres of land owned by the 
student body in Amherst , which is worth 
about $2.5 million. In March the Board 
became incorporated in o rder to function 
more effectively . 
In the spring of this year, Sub Board I, 
Inc. purchased an option on the Poverty Hill 
Students Consider 
Dynamic New Idea 
property for $ 10,000 for six months. It will 
soon hold a referendum in which all students 
in the University will decide whether to 
spend the purchase price of $ 186,000 for the 
property. 
It is interesting to note that if the land is 
purchased, it will be the · first time that any 
st ud ent body in the United States has 
committed it se lf t.o a ownership and 
development of a n ex tensive piece of 
proper ty . (Although other Schools have 
property, they are either ow ned by the 
University it se l f , or by a j o int 
Facu lty-Student Association). 
The present plans for development of the 
property , if purchased, tentatively call for 
camping, swimming, and picnicing facilities, 
with as much of the property as possible left 
in its natural state. It is also hoped that 
within a few years the property could be 
used in the winter for skiing. 
It is hoped that as many 'taw students as 
possible will trave l to the Poverty Hill 
property both _Jo evaluate and enjoy it. (The 
trees this week are in full color). There is no 
fee for entering the property and all studen ts, 
faculty , alumni , and friends are welcome. 
For more inform ation contact John 
Samuelson, who is the Law School 
representative -on Sub Board I, Inc . 
Looking down one of the ski trails 
from the top of Poverty Hill · 
. 
View of one of rhe overgrown roads at Poverty Hill One of the many campsites on the property 
A view of one of the two lakes 
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Beer Party. 
Blasting the Blast: A Commentary 
by Rosalie Stoll women law students in without charge. All females the block looking for a parking space (one American 
were admitted free at the door - John Anderson Legion official estimated that the lot held 3S-40 cars
The Second Annual Barristers Beer Blast Bash was even asked them where they were from , perhaps and few law students had the daring to risk parking
held September 24th at the American Legion cond_ucting his own informal survey as to which at we foundnext door the adjoining police station),
Barunswinger Ppst by the SBA Social Committee at a schools are most attracted to the law school. a spot, and saw a large group of people 'hanging' oncost to students of $437. the steps of a large building with a flag out front
Now• . the Social Committee's a very strange Minority Group Yes, this was it. We entered between sets of the
animal. It's listed in the SBA Constitution as an band . The haU was quite large and all the people
appointive committee by the President , but none of Out of a studen t body of 6 11 , over 290 students were congregated at the entranceway leaving a vast
the members this year really knows how he got on here are m arr ied . In practically all of these expanse of empty room, presumably the dance floor , 
the committee or even how it was chosen. Anyway, relationships, the non-law students is the breadwinner Finally the band came ON. People flocked to the
last year, under then chairman Mark Farrell , the - her/h.is earnings are used to pay the husband /wife's exits. Braunswinger Post never heard it so loud. It
Social Committee had discretion over the tuition and student fees. Naturally, as one law wife was impossible not only to talk but to dance/the
disbursement or $2,800. This year, the Social expressed it , " we deeply resent our money being band lite rally drove people out of the dance hall.
Committee, consisting of John Anderson, Jeff spent ta. buy free beer for any girl who wants to late r stated, thought they wereAnderson " I lousy."
Spencer, and Dan Ward , wants over $4,000, a quarter meet a law student." Many other students are But as Spencer said , "you couldn't beat the price."of this year's SBA funds . engaged or planning marriage. Others have steady (Is $100 an un·beatable price for a lousy band?)
What does the Social Committee plan to do with dates. The interests of none of these studen ts, nor 
aU this money? WeU, they want to have five wine the interests of the women in the law school are So most people just concentrated on seriousand Cheese parties, an Xmas party , two joint parties furthered by the purpose of this Beer Bash of drinking - seven kegs of beer were consumed, andwith the m«:..dical and dental schools ( .. We' re all atiracting women . The idea behind it, stated some people were very drunk and very haJ?PY- Forprofessionals" ) and two beer parties similar to the committee member Anderson "is that there are a lo t most of'us, though , it was a very sobering experience Barristers Beer Blast Bash . · of single, male law students desirous of having a the next day to realize how irresponsible the social
good time so we were attempting to ca ter to them." Haphazard Affair committee had been.
AU members of the socia l committee are single males. 
The Second Annual Barristers' Beer Blast Bilsh was Conclusion 
one of those haphazard affairs that seem to haunt So, the social committee attempted to cater to a 
social committees. Mark Farrell wanted a social s mall minority group in its selective admission For those studen ts who didn't attend the Beer 
function as soon as possible in the school year, but policies. Exac tly how many students attended the Blast, I urge that they go to the next one to see 
no planning or pric ing had been done by the Bash or what the male-female breakdown was, no how their $25.00 yearly student fees are partially 
committee dliring the summer. So, with a week and one on the committee knows; no track was kept of spent. I certainly do not deny the need for a social 
a half notice froin Farrell, the Social Commit tee who went , although Anderson did query each single committee, for being such a diverse body , the law 
rented the first hall they contacted (a decrep l girl as to where she was from, he kept no record of school definitely needs s0mething 10 help bring our 
Americai;t Legion Post with inadequate park ing how many came. The only record we do have , students together. I find it hard to believe that a 
facilities) , hired the first band they contacted (Jeff though, is that there were only three brav.e gentlemen social committee's fun ction should be to supply dates 
had a friend in the band. He'd never heard the band who went stag to the Beer Blast to meet the women for those who are unable to do so themselves - for 
play , but, "he had beeq in a lot of other bands") Jaw students, because they were charged at the door. the law school to supply 'pick-ups' for the male wall 
and quickly designed a poste r. How they found' out about the Deer Blast is an 0owers at the school. 
Thi rty-five dollars was spent for publicity - interesting question , since the socia l com mittee Either the social committee should be responsive 
printing a gay blue and white poster announcing the deliberately avoided putting posters up where they to the needs of all the students, including the 
Bash - in bold letters at the bottom of the sign .. All might be spotted by men interested at ripping the women, minority , and married students, or it should 
ladies free," "other gentlemen $2 .00.". What other law school off of its beer, even though there was a not be en trusted with the amounts of money it 
gentlemen? Well it turned out that all law students head c harge. No s igns were put up at St. seeks. 
were invite.d free. Also any female in the city of . Bonaventure, Niagara, or even Spencer's alma mater, 
Buffalo - posters were put up at dorms at State , Canisius, since these are primarily men schools. Signs Possib le alternatives are that either everyone who 
Rosary Hill, D'Youville, the girls dorms at U.B. and might have inadvertantly been put up in mens dorms sec.ks to come to · our student-funded parties who is 
at the area hospitals. (Area hospit.Ps??!) However, if at Buff. 81:ate Since it was dark and no one from the not a law studen't should pay a small charge; the law 
a woman law student wanted ta bring her husband social committee cou ld tell the men 's dorms from the school parties should be open ~o everyone off the 
o r fiance o r even a date , would he have to pay an womens. (Fooled them there - three of the nine stree t regardless of sex; or every law student should 
admission price? Weil, no , it seems, so someone went Buff. State dorms are coed, only one exclusively be allowed to bring an •excort without charge and 
around the school with a magic_marker and blacked houses inen). everyone else should pay an admission. 
out the ..gentlemen $2.00." According to the signs at Whichever alternative is followed in the future, I 
the law school , anyone who wanted to walk in off sincerely hope that in planning all other events, the 
the streets could , for free, and blast to her or his socia l committee will exercise better discretion and 
hearts' content at the SBA 's expense. At the door, The¥ will be more aware of their. duties to the students 
however, the social committee again reversed its who indirectly sponsor these events through their fees 
collective mind, allowing only males accompanying ·At the Bash itself, after futively driving around and seek to be more economically respbnsible . 
Child Care Center Proposed
Bulletin Board Courses Law Women is joining with se nsitivity and responsibility,=t Law Wives in working toward emotional autonomy and trust, 
• t.:1•i1 the establishment or a child a nd a wider range or 
care center for the law .school. intellectual interests. 
In keeping with trends on the · Main Campus, SOCIETY AS HUMAN BEINGS AND OTHER The foJlowing is a policy We believe in collective 
the Opinion is printing below a number of RELATED 'ENTITIES: Sara. This is a large statement put oct by some child c are as a way of 
courses which appeared anonymously on a group course dealing with the humanistic members of Law Women, a extending, not dissblving, 
bulletin board in Eagle Street for the Student's aspects of resource allocation and both guideline, for what they would children's sense of security. We 
delectation in light of the course selection sheet prospective and pragmatic planning. like to see the child care see collective child care as a 
previously promulgated by the SBA. We are not center be. They feel it is way for both parents, the 
essential educational policy of mother and father, toresponsible. (Note to o.asty minded readers) . . THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF FREE 
POLITICAL EXPRESSION : Otto Malsch, the child care center be participate in the child 's 
determined by the parents and education and emotiona;
ESTATE PLANNING FOR THE INDIGENT: crypto-graduate. Oriented from the point of that hired staff be account/Ible growth.
Professors Mugel , Donegan and ·· Reis. This view of 1st Amendment freedoms, this seminar to . the parent committee. We are consciously talking 
course will deal with the possibility of willare deals with freedom of opinion and misopinion Child care at this time is a about child care rather than 
payments and food stamps, already viewed by real need of the parents at the day care. The m;dority ofin the press and other related media, with 
many as a vested property right, as incorporeal special emphasis on Sgt. Rock and Captain law school. An increasing existing U.S. day care centers 
hereaditaments. America comic books. number of women are coming are glorified baby-sitting 
to law school. A number of services, which serve primarily 
them have or are planning to as dumping grounds forAD LIB LAW: Professor Greiner. This course DOMESTIC UNRELATIONS: Allan Minsker, have children . Male law children. Too often, children 
will emphasize . the prime requirements of a trial student, and Professors Teitlebaum and Swartz. 1 students and their wives are in these fa cilities are 
lawyer, the ability· to think on one's feet and Concerned with family planning with a view finding it difficult to both emotionally brutalized, learning 
overawe a potentially . hostile trier of fact with• towards dlssolulion , this seminar will work and maintain a positive the values or passivity and 
the logic .of one's own view of the sitµation. concentrate on small families, nofault divorce family life. Many staff and obedience, and denied the 
insurance, and the proposal to permit the faculty members have children. opportuni(l,ies for personal 
SPORTS LAW: Joseph Orsini , late adoption of dogs during a IO year trial Although we recognize that choice and meaningful social 
marriage period to prevent the expense of this present statement of child relationships with adults andgraduate. This seminar wlll concentrate on field 
custody battles presently before the Uniform care comes from the essential other children. 
needs of parents, we further A non-profit , collectivestudies of equine . equity proceedings in Fort Law Revision Commission .. Erie, Batavia Do~ns, and Buffalo Raceway . recognize that such child care child care center, run by 
is essential for a liberating parents, is an opportunity for 
NO FAULT PENOLOGY: Professor TALES OF HOFFMAN: Professor education of children. Group •children io arow and learn in 
Schwartz. This seminar wlll instruct students on Hamburger and Hans Maeterlinck. This child cue, in contrast to the an environment conducive . to 
the last chance defense of putative political wide-ranging seminar will entail an examination more isolating private home the values of cooperation u 
pri19ners. of the procedural aspects of contempt actions environment. has the potential well as individualism , work u 
-. 
and convictions In Federal District Courts in of providin1 an environment in well as play, black as well as 
THE STUDY OF INDIVIDUALS IN light of the Ge1man Classics. which children will have more white, of women u well as opportunity to develop aocial men. 
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CAK Law Review Tackles Moot Court 
by Jack Gutkin 
Gak:. Gawk, and how are YOU? Today is a little different 
than others - you're reading this. hmmmn ... did you see ..The 
Devils"? - as you're reading this, it's probably too late. Anyway 
it's a very fine film . Ken Russell , who directed , produced and 
wrote the film is one of the finest film-makers around - his 
other films including "The Music Lovers" and "Women in 
Love." Like Visconti, Russell is a master of visual composition. 
His frames read like the canvases of a genius. 
Film and Cullure 
Film is to our evolving world what the novel was to the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Many viewers, reacting 
violently to Russell's deft manipulation of images, reveal the 
shallowness of their perceptions by condemning a film like '"The 
Devils" by using unspeaking words like "poor taste" and 
.. ssssssss" (this at the film 's premiere at the Hertel) to hide what 
is really lack of comprehension or an inability to cope with the 
extremes of the real world. These people, though they won't 
often admit it , love the censored "happy time" world of 
Television and the mass media. They insist upon arbitrary 
limitations. Subtleties and provocative elements are to be avoided 
at all costs - even if the cost is the exclusion of the essence of 
the film itself. 
John And Yoko 
The Beatles are gone; long live the Beatles. Out of 
the haze of bright lights and silly kids come the real people 
behind the greatest cultural event of the twentieth century. Of 
the four John hits hardest. Always the freakiest he crystalizes 
now into a matured artist-genius-personality and his ill-famed 
wife Yoko Ono becomes more and more attractive, enchanting 
millions of viewers the country over (and Buffalo too 2:30 in 
the A.M.) on a recent (kin y'believe it7) Dick Cavett show. Film 
he says is his next step, and you can expect to encounter him 
there soon. A few days past this deadline I will be attending a 
one-woman exhibition of Yoko Ono's work at the Everson 
museum in Syracuse. Films and freaks. fantasy and general 
mind-fucks will be the fare and who knows, perhaps even a 
Lennon or two. I'll have more to say about that next time. 
Time to run now, but remember (Unes from crippled inside -
new John Lennon album): " ... you can live a "lie until you die ; 
but one thing you can't hide is when you' re crippled inside." 
Ciao. 
continued from page 2 
been two-fold: one, that all these controls do not 
work, and in point of fact often aggravate the , 
situations they calim to be eliminating, and two, that 
the agencies are an unwarranted invasion of individual 
rights and social freedom . The Federal 
Communicaiions Cofflmission, · for example, can 
revoke the license of any station that does not 
conform to the public interest. And what is the 
public interest? Whatever the FCC says it is. In 
legalistic jargon this is known as a capricious, 
arbitrary and whimsical exercise of power. In plain 
English it is known as censorship , and it is the 
natur~I outgrowth of bureaucratic self-aggrandizement. 
None of which ever bothered the liberals as they 
danced around inventing agencies to regulate 
everything imaginable. But now they have awakened 
to the Damoclian threat posed by. the FCC because it 
is the liberal necks which are being endangered . The 
public and even some politicians have become 
aroused by blatantly biased news coverage, 
documentaries such as CBS •Project Nassau and 
Selling of the Pentagon , and revelations that the news 
networks are regularly employing hardcore 
communists (the most recent example being Marc 
Schlieter of NBC). Several books have come out in 
the past few months documenting in detail the bias 
of new.s coverage, even on Old Wally's show. More 
and more people are crying out for some kind of 
congressional action to bring some semblance of 
objectivity to the evening news, posing a direct threat 
to the liberal monopoly. The liberals feel the pinch 
and they are squealing. Hence, Old Wally"s 
denumciation of the FCC, for it is the FCC which 
would enforce any congressional action. The FCC 
would call its censorship a public spirited action, 
done in the public interest. That's what the 
lnquiaitors said when they tortured heretics and 
burned books. 
Even Old Wally finally saw the lillht and 
-iz•d tj,e danaen of llivinB the do-seeders 
enou,11 power to cany out their fantasies~ 0 8roadcaat 
news- today is not free," he said. "'Becauae it is 
operai.d by an industry that is beholden to the 
l(JNJDlllent for its right to exist, its fteedom hu 
been curtailed by fiat, by assumption, by 
1ntimid1tion and harrassment . . . " Cronkite admitted 
that the FCC had not yet gone very far to muzzle 
by Mike Montgomery 
The intellectual giants of the school took 
each other on in a friendly football game last 
Friday at the Kensington Village Stadium, to 
show that they really can do something besides 
pound typewriters. At stake was the reputation 
of the two organizations; more importantly , the 
loser was to stand the winning team for two 
rounds of beer at the end of the contest - an 
issue close to the heart (sic) of this reporter. 
THE .TEAMS . 
Each team played with a five man squad 
rather than the traditional six. The LaW Review 
contingent was headed up by their outstanding 
quarterback, Richard Woll, ably supported by 
ends Art Dobson and Roger Burlingame, center 
John Quacken~ush, halfback Lauri Filppu, and 
defensive players Lennie Goldstein and Howie 
Levine. Signal-caller for Moot Court was John 
Blair, a standout because of his fine ability to 
scramble as weU as for his aerial performance , 
Blair was backed up by . ends Bill Peltz and Ray 
Cianfrini, center Mike Calvete, halfback Dick 
Steiner, Bill Gardiner at safety, and defensive 
linesmen Isaac Fromm and Dave Klein. 
EXPLOSIVE ACTION 
Law Review kicked off to the. Moot Court 
offense, which marched down field to score on 
a touchdown pass from Blair to Peltz. Law~ 
Review came back on the return for the tie 
score on a WoJl~Burlingame connection assisted 
in no small measure by a mix-up in the Moot 
Court backfield. Both teams then settled down 
to a grueling defensive battle as both lines 
strived for the edge. Each team managed the 
occassiona1 invasion to their opponents ten yard 
licenses. "But the power to make us conform is too 
great to forever lie dormant. The ace lies' there 
temptingly for the use of any enraged administration 
- Rupublican or Democrat We are at the mercy 
or whim of politicians and bureaucrats and whether 
th~y choose to chop us down or not , the mere 
existence of their power is an intimidating and 
constraining threat in being.'' ( Right on Walt. Well 
spoken, although somewhat understated as regards the 
venal tendenc~s and evil l~sts of the FCC vultures 
and their censorious hordes.) 
Wally•• imperfect solution 
Having posed the problem , Old Wally is of course 
prepared to answer it. "The cleanest .and perfect 
solution . . . would be to eliminate all government 
control of broadcasting The time is past when 
there can be any legal justification for controlling 
broadcasting's program content." It is here that 
Wally 's liberal training ari5es to . haunt him. The 
liberal-instilled Pavlovian reflex allows him to reduce 
the power of the FCC although even this simple 
expedient is traumatic to the doctrine of 
centralization of bureaucracy . For the sake· of 
freedom of speech Wally . is willing to hold back the 
FCC, to regulate in the public interest a regulatory 
agency. This is practically revolutionary . Wally wants 
the FCC to be limited to assigning channel numbers 
and monitoring technical performance. 
Although a atep in the right direction (no pun) 
Old Wally's suggestion falls short of perfection. The 
FCC would still be around to license stations. It 
would still have to make decisions such as which of 
several competing stations to assign to a new channel 
frequency or one vacated by another station. What 
criteria would it use other than giving the frequency 
to the bidder with the most promises of public 
service? What other criteria could it use? As a result 
the stations would quickly fiod themselves in the 
same mess, with the FCC hovering behind the nearest 
skunk cabbage muttering dire threats of licen,e 
revocation due to lack of .. technical peformance" 
unless more shows in the 0 public interest" are 
shown. 
Which is not to say that there is no perfect 
solution, just that Wally's is not it. The real perfect 
solution is, ~owever, very radical, very progressive 
lme but each met a living Rock of Gibraltar 
and' were unable to score. What looked like a 
sure thinjl for Law Review on a Woll pass was 
frustrated by the fine defensive work of Dave 
Klein. Law Review's Burlingame stood out as 
both a receiver and an alternate QB, while 
Quackenbush and Goldstein turned in good 
performances as rushers . Moot Court's Blair 
executed a number of good running plays on a 
power sweep over either side behind his three 
good blockers.~ . 
The vying squads played half hour halfs with 
s ·time outs. In the closing moments of the 
game Law Review moved the ball down to 
Moot Court's five but lost the ball on downs. 
Blair's squad took over deep within its own 
territory but was unable to move the ball fast 
enough for the extreme time pressure, so the 
game ended in a 7-7 tie . 
Russ Pettit officiated as both referee and 
timekeeper for the match, and was summarily 
executed after the game by mutual agreement 
of the opponents, due to his inability to spot 
the ball and watch for infractions at the same 
time, leading to uncertain calls. 
POST- GAME 
My informants noted that while the stakes 
were unobtainable by either party because of 
the tie , Moot Court was best able to make it 
to the bai for a little posJ-game conviviality . A 
rematch has been scheduled for Friday, October 
15 . It was also noted that neither chief of the 
opposing organi;ations attended the game. The 
spectator population consisted of Bill 
Feigenbaum and one stra)' dog (mongrel AKC 
unregistered) due to clement weather. 
Asked for his impressions of the contest, QB 
John Blair said that "A tie game is like kissing 
your sister," 
and forward looking, not to mention viable, relevant 
and compassionate, all of which are minor reasons 
why it will not be adopted. The real reason that it 
will not be adopted is that it would strike a blow at 
the heart of the. regulatory monster, and such a step 
is simply unthinkable in today "ls age of senile 
liberalism run rampant. The solution is to stomp out 
the FCC entirely. No FCC, no censorship; it is that 
simple. 
A radieal proposal 
"Simple solution, heU," screech the liberals. 
"Simple~minded is more like it! Chaos, that 's what it 
is. Low-brow ·conservatism picking its nose and calling 
it an idea! Ya gotta have regulation or all the 
stations wiU be using any frequency they want and 
there'll be anarchy . Call my psychiatrist before I 
freak out from thinking about it any more." All of 
which goes to say something about the receptiveness 
of Uberals to new ideas. ~ 
Consider this. The government proceeds to sell off 
the frequencies to the highest bidders (or to give 
them away to present holders, I don't care) and to 
enforce property rights of the holders of the 
frequenciCs. The...frequenciea can then be ):>ought and 
sold on the open market just as other forms of 
property are. Infringement on someone else's 
frequency would be treated in a manner similar to 
infringement on any other property · ri&ht~ Unclaimed 
frequencies would be held in trust by the 
government, and couJd later be given away free to 
anyone who wants to use them for legitimate 
purposes, just as land was given away by the 
Homestead Act of 1862 to prospective settlers. 
Abolishina the FCC would be a step forward for 
freedom, and a · step forward ·in · the losing battle 
against the rest of those hideous resuJ.atory aaencies 
(FTC, ICC et. al.) which lhould also be expeditiously 
exterminated. But to do IO is too radical fcir tho 
liberals , to even consider, and ao the aaenciea will 
continue to strangle America in red tape. But it ii 
encouraging to see that Old Liberal Cronkite bu •on 
the error of his nefarious ways and ii well on tho 
path to redemption. If . enough of his 10rt I are 
aimilary converted to the paths of ristit~n-tiousnea 
then verily, we shall overcome, and the Republic 
shall be preserved. 
October 14, 1971 
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SPORTS Sports Shorts 
by Alan Snyder _Shysters Socked 1n Sorry Saga 
by 'stuart Revo 
as told to Mike Montgomery 
The Shysters playing can 
best be analogised to that 
other bunch of bunglers, the 
Buffalo Buffoons, but at least 
the odd fan who attended the 
Sunday afternoon game next 
to the hoary. walls of Clark 
Gym paid no admission fee 
to feel cheated out or. It 
would have been a very odd 
fan indeed to be so 
masochis tic as to sit through 
the Law School contingent's 
ignominious defeat. No 
Thermopylae this, a valiant 
stand . of beleaguered heroes, 
but rather a re treat from 
Moscow atOilg the burning 
bridges of the Bereszina by the 
defeated remnants of a once 
proud host. 
Perhaps a fa ctor in this less 
than memorable rout was the 
sartorial splendor of the 
Shysters. Attired in the first 
uniform jerseys the team had 
ever sported in its three year 
history, the Eagle street squad 
may have been _too 
preoccupie d in p.a.rci'ssitic 
preening to be t~e ... effeetiVe 
killers they were in bygon~ 
days. Ace c0i-ner 'back Bob 
Livoti kept on tripping over 
had ample opportunity to do 
so. Sammy's fast scrambling 
quarterback was unstoppable . 
The ailing Martin returned 
as signal caller for another 
attempted drive for the Law 
School during which 
magnet-fingers Revo made 
another circus catc h. 
Surrounded by hostile bodies 
Reva's two little hands reached 
up to gobble the ball - but all 
efforts to profit thereby were 
as fruitless as the Dead Sea. 
old, too long in the tooth to 
be effective in the rigours of a 
strenuous contact sport? Was 
the youth and vigor of the 
Sammy team too much for the 
senescent Law School squad? 
Only time will tell. In the 
meantime, we can but live in 
hope that the Shysters will 
rebound from this Waterloo 
li ke MacArthur after 
Corregidor a nd Bataan to 
return victorious to the 
-plaudits or their eager fans. 
Shysters to the attack in a losing effort against the Sammies 
The West Eagle Street 6 took it right on the chin last Sunday 
by getting beat by a campus fraternity team, the Sammie,. The 
final score of 25-2 was indicative of the manner of Shyster 
performance. The team was upset, but with 6 games remaining 
they are confident that they can gain a championship play-off 
berth. It was a black day, but in many ways was a landmark 
game, for now the Shysters know the score and must win all 
the succeeding games. Coach Snyder said there would be a 
complete shakeup of the squad - some changes must be made. 
TEAM UNIFORMS 
The Shysters finally got their new uniforms. They are white 
shirts with red lettering. The team members all purchased these 
with their own money. The athletic department wants to thank 
the SBA for the initial monetary consideration which the 
football club will repay in its entirety. There are extra shirts and 
any one may purchase one for $ 1.50. 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
. Arrangements have been made with J.N.J. Athletic Supply, 
Inc., 1442 Hertel Avenue in Buffalo for any Law Student or 
faculty member to purchase athletic equipment from them. The 
owner will give all a sports discount , with the presentation of 
school identification and a business card. The business cards can 
be obtained from senior A1an Snyder · as well as any Shyster's 
shirts for those who are interested. 
PICK- UP GAMES 
Pick-up touch football games will be played Saturdays at 1:00 
p.m. in Delaware Park - near Nottingham. All are welcome to 
attend , and anyone can play. 
his SCarlet and white jersey. 
Injuries plagued the team . 
Sparkplug QB Martin had 
suffered a serious sprain prior 
to the Shyster joust with 
Sigma Alpha Mu and was 
operating at only I 0% of his 
usual spa rkling efficiency. 
Martin gamely limped around 
the field on .i heavily taped 
ankl~ for the duration of the 
game. 
THE GAME 
Sammies kicked off to the 
Shysters with Ginsburg filling 
in at QB for the injured 
Martin , lobbing a 50 yard pass 
to Roberts which was ruled 
out or bounds by an unusually 
conten tious officialdom, in the 
, first of the many bad breaks 
which were to plague the 
previ o u sly victorious legal 
eagles. The abortive drive 
stalled deep in their o'wn zone ; 
the Shysters made a short 
punt I , 1 their Main Campus 
opposition - which proceeded 
to slash through a · porous 
Shyster defense like a honed 
blade through lard for a score. 
All throughout the game the 
white and scarlet t <" am evinced 
an alarming tendaucy to lose 
thei~ cool when behind. They 
The Shysters could not g~t the 
ball over the ·sammy end zone 
even when down to their 
opponents' one yard line. The 
Sammies took over and scored 
again ... and again . 
PUGILISTIC INTERLUDES 
Both . ben ches emptied 
frequently for the numerous 
melees which erupted between 
the hapless Shysters and their 
victorious opposition . Roberts 
was ejected for pummelling a 
Sammy stalwart. Another 
Shyster ejection resulted when 
one team member called the 
Ref an ignorant SOB. Truth is 
a defense, but alaS only before 
the blindfolded figure of 
justice, and not on the playing 
fields or Clark Gymn. One 
Eagle Street represelltative 
cla imed that officialdom had it 
in for the de moralized 
Shysters, with epithets 
bombarding back and forth 
between freak references and 
profane players reminiscent of 
the rolling barrages of Ypres 
and Passchendaele. 
YOUTH AND BEAUTY 
BEFORE AGE AND 
EXPERIENCE? 
Are the Shysters getting 
all rights reserved · Crossword No. 2 
~ 7 g 1 
Answers lo Crossword No.I 
ACROSS 
1. end--- (chess) 
6. put up job· 
10. Grant's ---
14. downwind 
15. --- yokel 
16. Exchange premium 
17. Famous name in Buffalo 
history 
20. Carson 
21. Snick's partner 
22. Submachineguns 
23. operetta character 
24. craftiness 
26. Happy ~ (Roy+Dale) 
29. Circua act 
33. greased 
34. LBJ's consensus tool 
35. Gov't agency 
36. dye 
37. et tu ---
38. Arab noble 
39. Compau }>Oint 
40. aerfs 
41. --- Affair (Civil War) 
42. moN! than one dollar (llanc) 
44. Stephen and family 
45. end• 
46. girl's name 
47. would eat no fat 
50. moasy growth 
·51 _ owing 
54. Conner Erie Cty. Sherrif 
58. volume 
69. unattached 
60. Thor's daddy 
61. Saratoga, for one 
62. Buffalo River 
63. Phi ___ Kappa 
DOWN 




5. pieces of beef 
6. lover 
7. epitom'.e 
8. Man·'a nickname 
9. lodge man 




18. Triotan et ---
11 wawended land 
23. --- Canal (Germ.) 
24. Sap 
25. ---rich 
26. Break.fut treat 
27. wuh clean 
28. forei@ 
29. --- and fury 
30. virile guys 
31. suppose 
32. frogs cause them 
34. Liable to 
37. clobber 
38. Asian ... 
40. babble 
41. three (var.) 




48. theatre acceaory 
49. arrivederci ---
60. continue smoothly 
51. Soulhem county 
62. one 
63. Ferber 
66. literary inltlala 
58.mid-tcollece 
67.llotlniolltol 




Any one who has no t turned their local address in 
to the office at Eagle Street (Shirley Chiose) , please 
do so al the earliest opportunity. This is verY 
important. f 
YEARBOOK 
Time is running short for the preparation of the 
1972 Ad11ocute , and no work has been done as yet. 
Anyone int eres ted in helping with this most 
worthwhile projec t please contac t Chuck Gencse at 
school, o r pho ne, 875-848 2. 
PAD WINE. BEER AND 
CHEESE PARTY 
Thursday , Oct o ber 14th , a Wine Beer and Cheese 
party ' will be sponso red by PAD. It will be held in · 
the lounge and is open 10 all s tudents. 
PAD SYMPOSIUM 
On 17 November, Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity 
will spo nsor a symposium entitled "Judicial Selec tion 
Appointment o r Elec tio n" at 4 :00 p,m. in the 
Sta tle r Hilton Motel. The pane l . will include Mr. 
Philip Magner,. President of the Erie Cou nty Bar 
Association, Mr. Will iam Larson, Chairman of lhe 
Erie County Bar Association Judicial Committee; also 
invited were Judge John T. Curlin of the Federal 
Distri c t Court , Edward Maxwell , U.S . Magistrn te, 
County Court Judge Joseph Mattina, Ci ty Court 
Judge James L. Kane , and William Hefron , County 
Court Judge. This Sy mposium will be open the Bar 
and lo the entire Law School facult y and stude nts. 
No admission wil l be charged . 
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The staff o r wht University Placement and Career 
G uidan ce Office welcomes all s tudents in the 
Universi ty Community and Alumni to take part in 
the various career programs qffered this year. 
The on-campus interviewing program , running f rom 
Oct 4 to December 17 in the fa ll semes te r and f rom 
January 17 to April 29 in the spring semester, offers 
the o pp or tunity for individual inte rviews with 
ed ucational, business, indust ria l and government 
representatives. Candida tes from all degree leve ls are 
i~vited to interview whether they will complete the ir 
course work in January or May 1972. 
Registration forms are available in Hay!!s "C" 
Annex. They look forward to see ing you to justify 
their own ex istence - and you need the help . 
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP 
Any student receiving the maximum New York 
State Incentive Award of $600 ($300 per semes ter) 
who reports S2,000 or less on his state, tax report is 
eligible tor a State University Scholarship . This 
scholarship will cover the difference between the 
award and tuition: 
Once notification is received of the maximum 
award, a student should take the card to the Office 
of Student Accounts on the main campus where he 
should ask for an application for the State U)'.liversity 
Scholarship. · · 
Students receiving an Incentive Award less than 
the (maximum do not qualify for the scholarship . 
Any questions concerning the scho larship o r 
incentive awards can be answered by John Dick in 
his office on J l th fl oor Prudential. 
INTERNATIONAL LAW' CLUB FORMED 
We are happy Lu announce the t'orma1 ion o f lhe 
State University of New Yor k at Buffalo 
Internatio nal Law Club . and we are looking forward 
to you us a char ter member. We offer encounter with 
International Law Students {Belgian law students for 
a start), distinguished visitor lec turers, parti cipation in 
the Jessup International Moot Court Competition , 
and study abroad during the summer. Our dues for 
the year will be $2.00 and stud ents are encouraged 
to become members of the Association of Student 
International LaweSocie ty fo r $5 .00. Membership in 
the Socie ty include withal' t l aw , the Proceeding of 
the annual meeting, moq, thly l.etter to Mf!mbers, 
Study re po rts , - subscription to the bi-monthly 
International /,,egal Materials , and various specia l 
studies sponsored by the Socie ty . If you are 
interested please fill o ut app licat ion and leave with 
Shi.rley ' s office . 
REGINALD HEBER SMITH 
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM 
There will be an important meeting of all 
interested law students in the Reginald Heber Smith 
Community Lawyer Fellowship Program a t 3 :30 p.m. 
Wednesday, Oct. 20 in Room I I 0. (See Bill Lobbins 
story ror additional info.) 
LAW WIVES TEA 
Law Wives held their . first formal tea of the year 
on Sunday , Sept. 26 at the Faculty Lounge , 
Harriman Library. Mrs. David (Becky ) Sands presides. 
About 50 women were present , including wives a £ 
facult y members, wives of law students and several 
women law students. 
Guest Speaker Dean Richard Schwartz spoke on 
the possible establishment o f a day-care center and a 
short , but enthusiastic discussion ensued . · 
Mrs. Sands explained that the primary reason ,for 
this tea was to acquaint prospective members with 
the Law Wives organiza tion and their plans for the 
forthcoming year. Several interes ting programs are 
planned which· will help wives of law students 
understand their husband 's prospec tive careers. 
Any woman who is int~rcsted in joining Law 
Wives may contact Mrs. Sands at 837-3245 . 
FRIENDS OF AFRICA COMMITTEE 
Law students concerned with the current ravages 
to African wild life should be alerted to the work of 
the Friends or Africa in America Committee. 
Poachers are currently ravaging the, wildlife of Africa , 
a nd the few game wardens whom the Kenya 
government can afford are hard-pressed to prevent 
the mechanized slaughter of wild animals , especially 
the hig cats. If these 3nimals become ex tinct or 
excessively rare , the young black republics of East 
Africa will lose tremendous amounts of fo reign 
exchange £ra m diminished to urism . Furthermore , the 
ecological damage will be irreparable : as predators 
high in · the food chain are killed off, rodents and 
grazing animnls wi ll fl ourish without nature's check 
on their numbers. The Friends of Africa in America 
Committee is spearheading a "camel drive" to raise 
funds for the purch ase o f camels to be used by game 
wardens for patrolling the African wilde rness . Anyone 
interested in aiding lhis committee either financiaUy
1 
o r o rganizationally should contac t Clement E. 
Merowit , Direc tor, 330 South Broadway, Tarrytown , 
New York 1059 1. 
LAW WIVES TO MEET 
The next meeting of Student Law Wives' will be 
an informal mee ting with a discussion of fund-raising 
projects. It will be he ld October 20 at 8 p ,m . at the 
home of Mrs. Davis Sands, 484 Winspear, Buffalo, 
N.Y. The beer party previously scheduled for October 
22, will be postponed until November 19 when a 
party will be he ld in honor of the visiting Belgian 
law students, in conjunc tion with the International 
Law Club. . 
The next forma l meeting will be held November I , 
at the home of Mrs. Ado lf Homburger , 2 11 Lamark 
Dr., Buffalo, N.Y. It will deal with Women 's Rights. 
Be slire to bring 2 box lunches/or baked goods to 
this mee ting for the sale on November 2. 
Remember that dues of S5 are now payable and 
that alumni may also keep up-to-date with the 
newsletter by paying the SS annual dues . 
Law wives' hopes to work toward the 
establishment of a day care center and a book 
scholarship for a law student . 
